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ABSTRACT 
, 

This study analyzes ' ways of relativization and 
relativized positions in Gumuz. 'It follows the theory of 

. Government and Binding (GB) of Chomsky (1981,1982,1986) 
and other recent developments. 

It is argued that Gumuz uses the strat~gy called 
gapping (EC). Thi~:.in.eans .that relativized positions are 
not filled by phonetically .. teal NP's but- indicated by an 
empty category (EC) which is pro~ This is in the case of 
declarative clauses. In interrogative relatives where Wh
movement is involved the EC is a Wh-trace (=variable). 

1. Introduction 

The question of relativization has been a central 
concern in much of recent works in generative grammar 
(Keenan, 1985:155). The reason for this is that relative 
clauses are formed in different ways in different 
languages. Modern qr'eek, for example, has three main 
ways of relatitvization (Joseph, 1983:2). 

In some languages, relative clauses involve 
movement. English 'is an example of this. Other languages 
may have other ways of relativization. In languages which 
lack movement, there may be a rule which interpretes a 
base generated .pronoun in a relative clause. Modern 
Hebrew uses this strategy. In this language, the pronoun 
which is base generated in a relativized position is 
interpreted as a resumptive pronoun (Borer , 1984:220) . In 
other languages, relativization involves gapping which is 
called empty category (Ee) in the generative literature 
(Chomsky, 1982: 17). Wolayta, an Omotic language of 
Ethiopia, uses this strategy (Bikale, 1989). In such 
languages the relativized NP positins are not filled by real 
NP·s. 



In still other languages relativization involves 
pronominal object clitics appearing in relative verbs. The 
clitics refer to the relativized NP. Amharic is an example 
of this as shown in Mullen (1986). 

2. Basic Word order in Gumuz 

Before we go into the relativization stragegies it is 
essential to show the basic word order of the language, 
because a relativized position is typically correlated with 
the basic word order of a language (Cole, et.al. 1982:118). 

The basic word order of Gumuz is SVO as "the following -
structures in (1) show: 

(1) a. [dua'':''(we) [d - a - suk' gumbba - (ya)]] 
IP VP 

boy-nom PAST-3s - kill lion -acc 
'The boy killed the lion' 

b. [dua - (we) [d - a - bic edene - (ya)]] 
IP VP 

boy-acc PAST-3s-hit she - acc 
'The boy hit her' 

In Gumuz, there .is no difference in word order 
between relative clauses and independent clauses. This 
is particularly true when subject NP's are relativized. All 
Gumuz independent sentences and subject relativized 
relative clauses follow the same SVO order. Consider the 
following examples in (2) and (3): 

(2) a . [dua-(we) [d - a - suk' gumbba-(ya)]] 
IP VP 

boy-nom PAST-3s - kill lion - acc 
'The boy killed the lion' 
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b. [dua- (we) lint - a - suk ' gumbba - (ya)]] 
NP CP 

boy- nom eomp-3s - kill lion - ace 
'The boy who killed a/the lion' 

(3) a. [baga-(we) [ d t . a -: kode me? a - (ya) ] ] 
IP VP . 

man - nom PAST- 3s- boy goat - acc 
'The man bought a/the goat ' 

b. [baga- (we) [int - a - kode me?a - ' (ya»)) 
NP GP .. 

man - nom com - 3s - bought ' goat - ace 

As stated earlier, the similarity between the word 
order of independent and relative clauses is observed 
only when the subject NP is relativized. 

3. Subject Relativization 

At this point it is. necessary to show how languages 
mark relativized positions for there are differe n ces of 
meanings betw,een clauses due to differences In 
relativized positions as in (4) below : 

(4) a. [The man ·[who 
NP CP 

b. [The man [who 
NP CP 

[saw John]]] 
IP 

[John saw]]] 
IP 

In (a), the relativized position is that of the s ubj ect 
whereas in (b), it is that of the direct object. The 
following D-structures of (4) show the e positions. 



(5) a. [The man [ 
NP P 

b. [The man ( 
NP CP 

[who aw John ]]J 
IP 

[John saw who]]] 
IP 

In both clauses, the wh - element 'who' moves to 
comp which i empty and identifies the relativized 
positions in the clauses. 

However , there is no relative pronoun in Gumuz 
declarative clauses to identify the re)ativiz.ed

l 
NP 

positions. Consider examples (2b) and (3b) above: . 

In such tructues/int/ is attached to the relative 
veros. In both examples, the relative clauses follow the 
SVO order and occur following the head nouns. The verbs 
in both relative clauses need external arguments, but 
there .are no such overt arguments in the positions. 
Keenan (1985) calls this strategy gapping or in the 
terminology of th generative literature an empty 
cat gory (EC) (Chom ' ky , 1982). 

/ suk' / 'kill' Jnd / kode / 'buy' in (2b) and (3b) 
respectively need both internal and external arguments. 
/ gumbba / 'lion' and / me?a / 'goat' are internal 
arguments and the external argument pusitions are empty 
as they are relativi zed . 

FollOWing 
r e pre s entation 
respectiv 1)' . 

U1i s o bservJtion the D- tructure 
of (2 b) and (3b) ma y be . hown a In (6) 

(6)a. f dua - (wc) fintl c 
P (P IP 

13 [suk' gumbba - (ya)]]JJJ 
1 VP 

boy - nom comp 3s killed lion - ace 
'Th b Y who killed a/the lion' 



b. [baga-(we)[int [e [a 
NP CP IP I 

[kode 
VP 

me? a - (ya)]]]]] 

man - nom comp 3s bought goat- ace 
The man who bought a/the goat' 

One may raise a question concerning the property of the 
empty category (EC) in such positions. Accordill~ to 
Chomsky's (1982 :79) classification, there are four types of 
EC' namely: NP - trace, Wh - trace (variable) , PRO and Pro. 
To which of these do the EC's in (6) above belong? A trace 

. is a result of movement. In the examples we have 
considered so far, there is no movement. This rules out 
the possiblity that e is a ... trace. It canno t also be PRO 
because PRO is ungov.erned whereas the .EC' s in (6) are all 
in governed position's "since the clauses are finite. It is 
possible to assume that the EC in such positions is Pro and 
as such, it would be in the scope of Binding Principle B 
(Rizzi, 1986 :510). Consider structures (6a and b) : 

(7) a. NP 

NP~~P 

dua-L> /~/A 
e . C IP 

L s~r' 
pL I~ 

/ V p 

// 
suk gumbba- (ya) 

'The boy who kill ed al t he lion' 



I 
b. 

Kode me?a-(ya) 

'The man who bought a/the' goat' 

The relativized subject positions are empty. The e in such 
positions is [ + p , -a] that means, non-anaphoric or Pro 
since it is governed. According to the Binding Theory, 
Pro is like pronominals such as he, she, they etc. except 
that it lacks phonetic matrix, and hence is free in its local 
domain. Following this, it is possible to conclude that 
Gumuz, like a number of other Ethiopian languages uses 
the Pro in situ strategy in forming relative clauses. Baye 
(1987), Bikale (1989), Mengistu (1989) and Alemayehu 
(1990, 1992) argue that Oromo , Wolayta, Khamtanga , Chaha 
and Kunama Marda, respectively use this strategy. In all , 
a bas -generated EC, i. e, Pro is used in a relativized 
position. 

4. Object Relativization 

The preceding section shows clauses with relativiled 
subjects. In this section, we shall observe relativized 
objects. 
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4.1. Direct Objects 

When a direct object NP is relativized we have structures 
like the following: 

(8)a. [me?a-(ya) [int - a - kode baga-(we) en 
NP Cp· 

goat-acc camp - 3s-bought man - nom 
'The goat which a/the man bought' 

b. [ gumbba-(ya) (int - a - de - su - suk mah en 
NP CP ... : ... .... .. . 

lion - acc comp- 3p-FUT - 3p - kill they 
'The lion which they will kill' 

As can be seen from the examples, the head nouns 
/me?a-(ya)/ 'the goat ' and /gumbba-(ya)/'thelion' appear 
initially. Moreover, the object suffix /-ya/ is optionally 
attached to the head nouns. Like in relativized subject 
NP's, the relativized object NP positions are also empty. 

Furthermore, the verb appears before the SUbject. 
This order is differ~nt from the basic SVO order of the 
language. This change suggests that the verb has moved 
form its base position. What motivates the movement of 
the verb? As mentioned in Radford (1988:403), verbs move 
to INFL to acquire Tense/Agreement features associated 
with the head 1. ChofOsky (l986b:68) assumes such 
movement to be obligatory for otherwise the ·agreement 
affixes under I would lock a bearer. The following D
structure shows ttie unassociated Tense/A9R features 
under 1. 
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(9) NP 

NP ---------~ 
slmbba-(ya) "--""""c . 

C~IP 

in! NAI' 
maL A~ 

An8aAGR V r 
FUT 3p 87 
de ~ a ........ su 

'The lion which they will kill' 

The I in(9) contains both Tense and AGR affixes. 
These affixes need a host to get attached to. For this 
reason V-moves to the left rather than INFL to the right 
(Cook, 1988: 130) as it is a general property of movement 
that it cannot down grade constitutents. Moreover,"a 
moved constitutent cannot occupy a lower position than 
any of its traces" (Radford, 1988:564). So, the reason why 
V moves to I is to pick up affixes of Tense and AGR. This 
movement lead s to the amalgamation of V + INFL 
(henceforth Vi)IO. this gives us the inflected verb, Vi. 
This verb has also to ' move to C, the head position of CP 
(Chomsky, 1986b:68). 



Consider the first movement from VP to I in (10). 

(10) [Vi 
I 

[t ... ]] 
VP 

The V- head of VP cannot reach the head position of 
CP directly because it has to form the inflected verb Vi, 
first within IP. It is after movement to I that it moves to 
C. After the V to I and lhen to C movements, the S
structure of (9) looks like (11). 

(11) A 
NP ~ .. I ... : ... 

gumbba-(ya) .... . , 

~p 
intfdesusLJ; /~~ 

]h vll 
. I til\ 

'The lion which they will kill' 

The moved V leaves its trace in its base position. 
This trace must be properly governed. According to 
Chomsky (1986b: 69), V-movement is an instance of head 
movement which is local. Such traces are governed by 
their antecedents . 
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In the str.ucture observed here, the V-raises to I 
and subsequently to C in (11) forming a chain headed by 
the inflected verb, Vi. Then the head of the Chain ·(Vi) 
governs the subject NP. However, this Vi is not permitted 
to either mark or case-mark the subject NP, "only the 
terminal D-structure position in the chain retains the 
capacity to mark or Case-mark" (Chomsky, 1986b:12). 

The AGR., which is namianl in the sense that it 
contains the features person, number and gender is 
assigned the same index as the subject NP. That is, AGR. 
is co-indexed with the subject to express the agreement 
relation (Chomsky, 1986a:162). Observe the following 
structure. ' 

. - I 

(12) [gumbba-(ya)[int - a - de - su - suk; [ mah 
NP ' CP IP .. 

-lion -acc comps' p - FUT - 3p - kill they 

[t; 
I 

'The lion which they will kill' 

[t; 
VP 

e]]]]] 

In (12), the object position is not filled by a 
phonetically real NP because it is the relativized position. 
It is an e which is governed by the verb, /suk / 'kill' and 
assigned the patient - role and accusative case, and the 
subject / mah / 'they' is governed by I and assigned 
agent - role and nominaticve case. Hence, the Irstructure 
of (8) is as in (13) respectively. 

(13)a. [ me?a-(ya) lint [baga-(ya) [a [kode eBB] 
NP CP IP I VP 

goat -acc comp man - nom 3s bought 

'The goat which a/the man bought' 



b. [ gumbba-(ya) 
NP 

lint 
CP 

[mah 
IP 

[a - de - su [suk e]]]]] 
I VP 

lion _ acc comp they 3p - FUT - 3p kill 

'The lion which they will kill' 
• 

Regarding the word order' change exhibited in the 
surface, it is a result of the verb moving from its base 
position within VP to the IP external position. 

4.2. ,Prepositional Objects 
.. . 1 ... 

We have seen subject and ' direct object 
relativizations in the preceding seCtions. We now conside, 
how objects o( prepositions are relativized. The followinl 
'examples are illustrative of this. 

(14) a. [bakee 
IP 

[d - a 
VP 

c lamana ki - baga]j 

Bakee PAST-3s-give money to - man 

'Bakee gave money to a man' 

b. [baga-(ya)· lint - a - ge - c bakee lamana e]] 

NP t CP 

Man - acc co~p - 3s - to - gave Bakee money 

'The man whom Bakee gave money to' 

In (a), the' prep sitt o n Iki - / ' to ' is a tta c hed to th ~ 
noun /baga / 'mal).' wh r cas in tb relJtiv e clau s e in (b) , 
/ge/ which has the same purpose 3S / ki - I is pr efixed to 
the relative verb. /g~/ 3dds the pr c pos itional meaning 
'to' to the verb's meaning of 'give '. t.! I ' the relativi zed 
object NP position within the PP. It is preceded by the 
subject of the clause /bakeej. The verb has moved to the 
head position of CP. The following D-structu re shows its 

position before movement. 



'w 

(15) [baga-(ya) lint [bakee [a [c 1a.mana 
VP NP CP IP I 

Man - nom comp Bakee 3s gave money to 

[ ge e]]]]] 
PP 

'The man whom Bakee gave money to' 

We may assume different head movements in the above 
structure. First the preposition I gel moves · ,t9' the 
relative verb because in Gumuz we cannot have a P 
without an overt complement. In other words, like in 
Fre:nch (Radford, 1981), the preposition cannot be 
stranded in Gumuz. The prepositional object position is 
empty as it is relativized. Thus, since the prepositional 
head, cannot be stranded it has to move to-the verb to get 
a bearer. 

V-movement is another instance of head to head 
movement. After collecting the Tense / AGR elements in 1, 
it moves to the C of CPo 

Let us also observe (16) where we have relativization with 
an instrumental PP. 

(16) 3. [muha - (ya) 
NP 

spear - acc 

[ t; 
I 

[int - a - ge; - suk; [edene 
CP IP 

comp - Js - with - killed lion 

[t; gumbba [t; e]]]]]]] 
VP PP 

'The spear with which she killed a lion ' 



b. [Kulfiya - (ya) 
NP 

[int - a - ge; - ko - kodas; 
P 

key - acc comp - 3p with - 3p - opened 
they door house 

[mah [t; ..rt; jis 
IP I VP ' . 

misa [t; 
PP 

eJJ]))) 

'The key with which they opened a door' 

In the above ~tructures, /ge/ adds the meaning 
'with' to the meanings.,of /suk' / 'kill' and /kodas/ 'open'. 
Then the meaning will be 'kill with' and 'open with' 
respectively . In the examples, the relativized positions 
are the object of prepositions. These positions are empty 
as they are relativized. 

After the p's move to t he v erbs they together move 
to the C positions leaving ': owdexed traces in their 
original posi tions. 

Moreover . / gc/ ma y,: ' 0 -'ldd the prepositional 
meaning 'for ' as in (17) b elow . 

(17) [dua-(ya ) 
NP t 

boy - acc 

t 

[int .- ::1 - Be; - kode; [bakee 
CP IP 

comp - j s - ~·o r -- bought Bakee orange 

[ l ; 
f 

i l; ;) I r ~ uk a 
\ ' 'fl 

[ t ; 
pp 

e ll]]]] 

"-:'he boy f [Wh0m Baket: bought .Jrange ' 

The pre po -itiona1 meaning ' 10[ ' and the meaning of 
the verb ' bu y' together L() nVt~ y the meaning 'buy [or the 
benefit of ' . Without / gt.:! th ~ verb .llone cannot convey ~ 
this meaning. ('on s id r :ht.: h Jlowing ill - formed structure 
i>l:C3USe 01' the absence of / ge/ . 



(18). [dua-(ya) [inl - a - Icode balcee birluKa]] 
NP CP 

boy- acc comp- 3s- bought Bakee orange 

The above structure is ill-formed because the 
relativized position is not marked for both case and 0-
cole. This shows that the preposition Igel in such 
relative clauses assigns case and - roles to the relativized 
empty prepositional object (=Pro). This is parallel to the 
argument in Mullen (1986) where she says that Amharic 
prepositional object clitics which have similar functions 
as Igel plus the verbs they are attached to" give a new 
grammatical relation. Since the relative verb a.nd ~ the 
preposition carey different meanings , we may expect a 
new g 'rammatical relation when they occur together. But 
this does not mean that the rela.tive verb plus the 
preposition assign - roles. For example, it is the presence 
of the preposition I gel which adds prepositional meanings 
to the meanings of the verbs. Thus , like in independent 
clauses , it is the preposition which assigns - roles to the 
relativized empty prepositional object positions. 
Accordingly, in (16) for instace, I gel assigns the 
instrumental - role to pro, and in (17) it assigns the 
benefactive - role to the relativized empty po ition (=pco). 

According to Marantz (1981) q unted in Mullen 
(1986:278) for similar phenomena in other languages , such 
elements can be classified under ".:lpplied affix" , a 
morpheme bearing its .:lrgument structure , which is 
affixed to a verb . This assumption does not indicate the 
base position of such element s . But it is rea s onable to say 
t hat such elements are pre posit io n::11 head . Thus, Igel 
is a prepositional he.:ld of a PP whi c h mov e - 10 V for the 
same r eason of stranding. 



5. Interrogative Relatives 

There are relative clauses which behave like Wh- NP's in 
languages like English. Observe the following. . I 

(19) a. [intse [kode yakee en 
CP 

C . , 

What bought Yakee 

'What did Yakee buy? 

b. [int~e int. - a - kod~ [yakee e]]] 
CP .... .. . c .. ·: .. · IP 

what comp - 3s- bought Yakee 

Lit. 'What is that/which Yakee bought?' 

In both (a) and (b) , the questioned NP's are the 
object NP's which are empty. According to the basic word 
order of the language, the NP's should occur after the 
verb in D-structure. 

Are the Wh-NP's in CP in D-structure? The answer 
to this question may give light to the nature of e in (19). 
Consider the following structu re from which such 
questions may be derived. 

(20) [yakee 
IP 

. I 

[d'- a - kode 
CP o 

Yake.e PAST-3s- buy 

me?a - (ya) ]J 

goat - acc 

'Yakee bought a/the goat ' 

When one forms an echo question , we have (21) with a 
rising intonation. 



, 
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(21) [yakee 
IP 

[ d - a - kode intse]] 
VP 

Yakee PAST- 3s- buy what 

Lit. 'Yakee bought what?' 

(21) may show the position of /intse/ 'what', which 
is a in (19). From this we may assume that the e position 
is the base position of the questioned NP, /intse/ in (19). 
This means that (19) has undergone Wh-movement. As 
stated in Radford (1988), if the Wh-word originates within 
IP and moves to CP, it is clear that Wh-movement mu1st 
have applied to the clause. Thus, the D-structure 0('(19) .: 
are as in (22). 

,. 
(;22) a. [ [ 

CP C 
[ yakee 
IP 

kode intse ]JJ 

b. [ 
CP 

Yakee bought what 

'What did Yakee buy? 

[int [yakee a Ikode 
C I VP 

c?mp Yakee 3s bought 

intse ]JJ 

what 

Lit. 'What is that/ which Yakee b o ught' 

/intse/ has moved out of IP. Bu t to what non-A. 
position does it move? It needs an empty position in D
structure. CP has a specifier position which is empty at 
this l~vel to which /intse/ can move. Thus S-structuces 
after movemen t. are like the following. 
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(23) a. [intse; 
CP 

[kQde; [yakee 
C IP 

[t; 
I 

what bought Yakee 

'What die Yakee buy?' 
, " 

[t; 
vp 

t· , ]]]] 

b. [intse; 
, CP 

[int - a - kodo; [yakee [t; [t; t;J]]]] 
C IP I VP 

what comp - 3s - bought Yakee 

.... ... . ...... 
Lit. 'What is that/which Yakee bq~ght' 

/intse/ has moved from the object position to the 
Spec. of CP leaving a trace behind. "This type of trace is 
consequently a Wh-trace, also known as veriable" (Cook, 
1988:126). The moved elements and their traces form 
chains and "Chain formation can only be initiated from IP 
internal position" (Epstein, 1992:239). Similarly, in the 
above examples, the verbs move from VP internal to C of 
CP and /intse/ moves from VP internal to Spec. of CP, 
There are two chain~ formed shown as in (24) . 

(24) a.' [kode; 
b. [intse; 

t· , 
... ' t ; J 

t;J 

Since movement is from - position (Chomsky , 1986b) 
in (24b) t shares .the patient - role with the head of the 
chain /intse/ 'what', 

: I 

According tQ, the EC classification ma'de in Chomsky 
(1986a), a Wh-trace is a variable which is neither 
anaphoric nor pronominal, thus [-a, - p]. It is subject to 
principle C of Binding. Thus, as Safir (1984 :604) noted for 
English structures like (who; did Mary see t ; ) it is enough 
to say that in (23), /intse/ in CP locally A- binds the direct 
object position (i.e. its trace), 

. , 
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The structures in (19 a nad b) behave in the same 
way. The difference is that the prefix /int/ is attached to 
the relative verb /kode/ 'buy' in (b). This element 
appears in the relative constructions as shown in the 
preceding sections. Although the movements and the 
properties are the same in both examples, (b) is similar to 
other relative constructions except that it involves Wh
movement. Thus, the relativized position in this case is 
empty resulting from movement and is not a base -
generated pro. 

Questioned subject NP's behave in the same manner. 
observe (25) below: 

(25) [waree; [int - a - suk'; 
CP C 

who comp - 3s- killed 

[ t; 
IP 

[t; 
I 

gumbba - (ya) ]]]]JJ 

lion - acc 

'Who is that killed a/the lion?' 

[ t; 
VP 

.•• j 

/waree/':who' is extracted from the subject position 
where the trace t is shown. The verb also moves form the 
VP internal position to I and then to C. From this we may 
conclude that the interrogative relatives involve Wh
movement in Gumuz. 

6. Passive Relatives 

A substitution rule called NP- movement (Radford , 
1981 :180) applies in a number of constructions including 
passives. Observe the following stru c ture. 

(26) [gumbba 
IP 

[d-i-suk' tJ] 
VP 

lion PAST- PASS-killed 
'The lion was killed' 



Igumbbal 'lion' has moved from the object position 
filled by t to the external argument position which is 
empty as passive verbs do not have external arguments 
(Chomsky, 1981:118). The movement is triggered by case 
since [NP,VP] does not receive a verbal case (accusative) 
within the VP (Jaeggli, 1986:587). Thus, a lexical direct 
object is not allowed in (26) abo~e. Igumbbal has thus to 
move to the subject positi~n wh'ere it can get nominative 
case. This is what we find in independent clauses. 
However, there is no such NP- m.ovement in passivized 
Gumuz relative clauses as illustrated in (27) below. 

(27) [me?a 
NP 

lint - i - ko - kodok'a . [e1 
CJ> ... ! .. . • IP 

goat comp - PASS - 3P - sold 

'The goats which are sold' 

e2 ]]] 

There are two EC's in this clause. Since relativized 
positions are empty in Gumuz , e 2 is the result of a 
relativized object. Furthermore, since the passive verb 
has no overt subject, e1 is the subject of the passive verb 
assuming that the verb has moved to C. Thus (28) is the 
structure we get bef?re V-movement has taken place. 

(28) [me?a lint 
NP CP 

( e1 
IP 

(i, ko (kodok'a 
I VP 

goat comp PASS- 3p sold 

'The go'ats which are sold' 

e2]]] ]] 

According to Jaeggli (1986:588), the surface subjec t 
of a passive sentence corresponds to the logical object of 
the verb. The relation of leol with el is due to this 
correspondence. 

Thus far , we have considered only the so called 
"agentless passive" (Radford, 1981:182), i.e. passives 
which lack any agent phrase introduced by prepositions 
as in "the city was destroyed by the enemy". In this 
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structure, the NP, the enemy has been introduced by the 
preposition by and is called by-phrase (Jaeggli, 1986:599). 
Although the NP introduced by the preposition by is 

commonly known as an Agent (Radford, 1981), it is 
interpreted as an agent only when the external - role of 
the passive verb is Agent (Jaegglie, 1986:599). It can be 
interpreted as Goal, Source or Experiencer depending on 
the - role assigned to the by-phrase. . 

In Gumuz such NP's are introduced by the 
preposition /ki-/ and correspondingly we may call such 
phrases 'ki-phrases'. Observe the passivized ._ .r::~lative 
clauses with the ki-phrase in (29). . ' 

(29) a. [guJIlbba 
NP ; 

[int-i - suk; ' [e 
CP IP 

lion comp- PASS- Killed 

[ t ; 
I 

[ t; 
vp 

[ki - muha ]J]J]] 
PP 

by - spear 

, A lion which was killed with spear' 

b. [me?a 
NP 

[in t - 1 -

CP 
kode; [e [t; 

IP I 
[ t; 

VP 

goat comp- pass- bought 

[ki - baga ]]]]]] 
pp 

by - man 

'A goat which was bought by a man' 
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In (29), we find empty subjects as passive verbs do 
not have external arguments and an empty direct object. 
The NP in the ki - phrase, according to Jaeggli (1986) is 
interpreted as bearing the external role of the passivized 
predicate. This is true regardless of the particular 
nature of the role assigned to the NP in the ki - phrase. 
Thus, the phrase in (29a) i.s assigned the Instrumental 
role and in (29b) it is assigned tlte Goal role. These roles 
are the external roles transferred on to the NP in the PP 

.in a passive sentence by the crucial involvement of the 
passive suffix (Jaeggli, 1986:600). The suffix is / i / in 
Gumuz. 



7. conclusion 

Different relativized NP positions have been 
considered in this paper. It was found out that Gumuz 
relative clauses use the strategy called gapping. 
According to this strategy, relativized NP-positions are 
not filled by phonetically real NP's. These positions are 
empty. Since the relativized position is governed and 
marked, the EC in such position is Pro. On the other hand, 
Gumuz interrogative relatives employ the movement 
strategy. The Wh-NP's move from their positions to the 
spec of CPo In this case, the relativized position is also 
empty because of movement and the e is not a base 
generated Pro, it is a wh-trace (=variable) w"hith is 
coindexed with the moved wh-NP. 

Wh-movement is not common in other Ethiopian 
languages, such as Amharic, Oromo, Chaha, etc. Unlike 
these languages, Gumuz interrogative relatives and Wh
questions employ such movement. 

In .:Ill relative clauses we have head movements of P 
to V, and V to I and then to C. The V-movement leads to 
the word order changes exhibited in sentences with 
relativized objects. Since the cause for V-movement is the 
same in all cases, there is no reason why verbs in subject 
relativized clauses do not move. Thus we assume that all 
relative verbs in Gumuz move from VP to I and then to C. 

Passive relative clauses have also been described. 
As passive verbs have no external arguments and the 
relativized positions in Gumuz are empty, we may find 
passive verbs without external and internal arguments. 
When a direct object is relativized, for example, the object 
position is left empty because of relativization and the 
subject position is also empty as passive verbs do not 
have overt subjects. 



Notes 

1. Modern Hebrew has two relativizing strategies, 
movement and the resumptive pronoun. 

2. In linguistic theory, a lexical pronoun in the relativized 
position has been referred to 'as 'resumptive pronoun ' 
(see Mullen, 1986). 

3. The term clitics is defined a s a morpheme t ha t is 
phonologically bound and syntactically free (see Daly and 
Rhodes (1981) for the definition) . 

4. The subject and object affixes are optional in Gumuz. 

5. lintl is treated as complementizer. Since it does not 
~how any nominal feature, like gender, person , number or 
case it cannot be treated as apronoun. In English for 
example, the Wh-relative pronouns show formal 
differences between nominativ e, accusative and genitive 
cases. But lintl has no such veriations. Furthermore, 
relative pronouns tend to carry specific syntactic 
properties marked for gender or animacy. Again, lintl 
does not carry any of such features (see Asfaw (1993) for 
details) . 

6. In Gumuz~ 'the past tense of the relative verb is 
indicated by zero morpheme. 

7. Subject relativization is when the head noun of a 
relative clause is an understood subject of the clause, and 
object relativi za tion is \~hen it i s understood ()bj~ct of th e 
Ll;luse (sa Uunte ; 1986). 

8. The head noun in th e relative c lau e is th e noun that is 
the sister of th e relative c lau se, i.t:'. the head noun Jnd th e 
rel3!ive clause are domin.Jt cd by the so n1l: node. The 
circled below is the hc.!ad or the relative clause as 
i n die ate din CuI i co \' e r (I () 7 6: I 95 ) . 
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9. The four types of expressions (EC's) namely , NP-trace, 
Wh-trace, PRO and Pro are the realization of the two basic 
features [a] 'a naphoric' and [P] 'pronominal'. In this case, 
NP-trace is a pure anaphor , [+a,-p]; whereas Pro is a 
pronominal [-a,+PJ. Variables (Wh-traces) are neither 
anaphoric nor pronominal, thus [- a, - p]. We then take PRO 
to be a pronominal anaphor [+a, +p], sharing propertjes of 
both pronouns and anaphors. 

10. The movement of V to the head of CP is called 1-
moyement (Radford, 1988). this movement may be 
motivated by the complementizer jintj which is generated 
in CPo 

11. When external - role is source, the NP in the by
phrase is interprted as source. When it is goal, the NP can 
be interpreted as goal. Observe the following examples 
taken from Jaeggli (1986:599). 

a. Bill was killed by Mary. (Agent) 
b . The ackage was sent by John. Source) 
c. The letter was received by Bill. (Goal) 
d. The teacher is feared by all students. 

(Experiencer) 
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